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Summary

Significant progress has been made in the development and validation of non-animal test methods for skin sensitization assessment. At present, three of the four key events of the adverse outcome pathway (AOP) are assessable by OECD-accepted in vitro methods. The fourth key event describes the immunological response in the draining lymph node where activated dendritic cells present major histocompatibility complex-bound chemically modified peptides to naïve T cells, thereby priming the proliferation of antigen-specific T cells. Despite substantial efforts, modelling and assessing this adaptive immune response to sensitizers with in vitro T cell assays still represents a challenge. The Cosmetics Europe Skin Tolerance Task Force organized a workshop, bringing together academic researchers, method developers, industry representatives and regulatory stakeholders to review the scientific status of T cell-based assays, foster a mutual scientific understanding and conceive new options to assess T cell activation. Participants agreed that current T cell assays have come a long way in predicting immunogenicity, but that further investment and collaboration is required to simplify assays, optimize their sensitivity, better define human donor-to-donor variability and evaluate their value to predict sensitizer potency. Furthermore, the potential role of T cell assays in AOP-based testing strategies and subsequent safety assessment concepts for cosmetic ingredients was discussed. It was agreed that it is currently difficult to anticipate uses of T cell assay data for safety assessment and concluded that experience from case studies on real-life risk assessment scenarios is needed to further consider the usefulness of assessing the fourth AOP key event.
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1 Introduction

Skin sensitization is one of the major endpoints for the safety assessment of cosmetic ingredients but also other consumer products and industrial chemicals. Conventionally, the skin sensitization potential of cosmetic ingredients has been assessed using guinea pig models and more recently the murine local lymph node assay (LLNA), which measures the proliferation of lymphocytes in the draining lymph nodes of mice after application of a test substance on the dorsal surface of each ear once a day for three consecutive days (Kimber et al., 2002a; Gerberick et al., 2007). However, the 7th amendment of the Cosmetic Directive implemented a prohibition on animal testing for cosmetic purposes (EC, 2009) irrespective of the availability of alternative, non-animal tests. Therefore, the area of skin sensitization has been at the center of efforts for the development, validation and acceptance of non-animal methods and testing strategies (Mehling et al., 2012; Reisinger et al., 2015; Ezendam et al., 2016).

Skin sensitization has been intensively studied and comprises two phases (Kimber et al., 2002b). The first phase (induction or sensitization phase) relates to the immunological events upon first exposure to a substance while the second (elicitation) phase describes the immunological response after a subsequent contact with the sensitizing substance, resulting in a type IV hypersensitivity reaction that may culminate in the clinical symptoms of allergic contact dermatitis (ACD). The adverse outcome pathway (AOP) for skin sensitization was recently described (OECD, 2012). The AOP outlines the sequence of chemical and biological processes required for the development of skin sensitization. The four key events (KEs) include: 1) the formation of hapten-protein conjugates by covalent binding of the sensitizing substance to skin proteins, 2) the activation of keratinocytes, which release pro-inflammatory signalling molecules, the subsequent 3) activation of dendritic cells (DCs), resulting in migration of DCs to the draining lymph node and subsequent presentation of hapten-protein conjugates to naïve T cells, and 4) the proliferation of antigen-specific effector and memory T cells.

Because of the complexity of the skin sensitization process, it is generally agreed that a single alternative test method is not sufficient to substitute animal models (e.g., LLNA) and that a combination of methods in integrated approaches to testing and assessment (IATA) will be required (Jowsey et al., 2006; Reisinger et al., 2015; Corsini et al., 2014; Ezendam et al., 2016; Jaworska, 2016). Several alternative, non-animal test methods have been developed that address the impact of a test substance on one or more AOP KEs (Reisinger et al., 2015; Wong et al., 2015; Ezendam et al., 2016). Currently, the first three of the four AOP KEs are assessable by OECD accepted methods, i.e., the Direct Peptide Reactivity Assay (DPRA) (OECD, 2015a; Gerberick et al., 2004), Keratinocyte Confluent monolayer (KCM) (OECD, 2015b), Epidermal Equivalent IL-18 assay (Gibbs et al., 2013), GARD (Johansson et al., 2013), LuSens (Ramirez et al., 2014), and Sens-IS (Cottrez et al., 2015).

The integration of information derived from various of these assays for the skin sensitization AOP already provides information to predict the sensitizing properties of test substances, providing the basis for several defined approaches (DA) to be used in IATA (OECD, 2016). However, additional data on the biologically relevant induction of an antigen-specific T cell response may provide useful complementary information to complete the development of AOP-based DAs and IATAs and improve current predictive parameters.

The Cosmetics Europe Skin Tolerance Task Force (ST TF) is committed to providing regulatory accepted non-animal test strategies that would enable cosmetic industries to conduct skin sensitization safety assessments, primarily to allow marketing of new ingredients, but also to re-evaluate existing ingredients. Recognizing in this context the importance to consider the fourth AOP KE, the ST TF supported the development and refinement of a human T cell stimulation assay. The research advanced the understanding of how in vitro T cell information could be used for skin sensitization assessment and resulted in the development of the human T Cell Priming Assay (hTCPA) (Richter et al., 2013; Vocanson et al., 2014). However, the current assay protocol is still laborious and the results are difficult to interpret. Especially, analyzing the correlation between the number of proliferating T cell clones (T cell receptor repertoire), as defined in the current in vitro setting, and the skin sensitizing potency of a substance, as defined by the EC3 value of the LLNA, did not reveal a clear contribution of the hTCPA for potency assessment.

For these reasons, the ST TF held a T cell workshop on June 27-28, 2016 in Brussels, Belgium to review the state-of-the-art and accelerate the development of T cell-based assays to become informative for skin sensitization safety assessment. The main objective was to foster a mutual scientific understanding and discuss the opportunities to advance existing T cell assays with new options for read-out parameters, measurement technologies or more complex 3D cell models. During the workshop, scientists from academic institutions, test method developers, industry representatives and regulatory stakeholders presented their state-of-the-art science on T cell-based assays and discussed how the information provided by T cell assays could be used for the safety assessment of cosmetic ingredients. This report presents the main outcomes of the discussions and proposed recommendations from the invited experts during the workshop.
2 Current state-of-the-art T cell-based assays/approaches

2.1 The development and optimization of the human T Cell Priming Assay (hTCPA) for T cell response assessment

Principles of the hTCPA
The T cell response to haptenized proteins is antigen-specific and therefore the most unambiguous and informative endpoint for skin sensitization. The hTCPA has been developed to assess this hapten-specific T cell response induced by test substances (Dietz et al., 2010; Richter et al., 2013). The hTCPA utilizes immature monocyte-derived dendritic cells (MDDCs) and naïve T cells from healthy blood donors. To facilitate the maturation of the MDDCs, the cells are incubated with a non-cytotoxic concentration of the test substance and the toll-like receptor (TLR)4 agonist lipopolysaccharide (LPS). For T cell priming, the matured test substance-pulsed MDDCs are co-cultured with isolated naïve T cells. After the priming stage, the T cells are re-stimulated with matured MDDCs treated with the same substance (antigen specific re-stimulation), no substance (background control) or an irrelevant substance (specificity control). The induction of a test substance-specific T cell response is assessed by the detection of T cell proliferation, cytokine production, or the expression of cell surface markers (Richter et al., 2013; Vocianson et al., 2014).

The ST TF has closely followed and supported the development of the hTCPA. Multiple strategies have been implemented to enhance the sensitivity of the assay to detect test substance-specific T cell responses, including the depletion of several immune-regulatory cells (CD56+ and CD25+ cells) and use of CD1α+ MDDCs as potent antigen presenting cells (Vocianson et al., 2014). In 2012, a blinded study was performed on twelve reference sensitizers and four non-sensitizers using at least three donors. The readouts included T cell proliferation by thymidine incorporation and IFNγ secretion analyzed by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). The results for this limited set of compounds displayed a sensitivity of 67% and specificity of 100% (unpublished data). Due to a high inter-donor variability and several non-responding donors, it was recommended to test at least three to five donors per test substance, even for positive controls.

ST TF supported project to refine and simplify the hTCPA
In 2014, the ST TF supported a collaborative project between the University of Freiburg and INSERM in Lyon, France, to refine and simplify the hTCPA. The project aimed to 1) avoid the use of radioactivity by replacing thymidine incorporation with fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis of carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (CFSE), IFNγ, Granzyme B, IL-4, and TNFα, 2) accelerate the conduction of the assay by generating mature dendritic cells in two instead of four days, so called “fast DCs”, and 3) enhance T cell proliferation by blocking inhibitory checkpoint receptors such as programmed death (PD) 1 and cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated antigen (CTLA) 4. The refined protocol was evaluated by testing three reference sensitizers and two non-sensitizers using five donors. The results showed that the refined assay was able to correctly predict the sensitizers and non-sensitizers. The most promising FACS read-out parameter was the expression of Granzyme B+ on CD8+ CFSElow T cells. Nevertheless, the new test protocol still showed limitations including a high inter-donor variability and background signals in the control cultures. Although FACS analysis could be used to track hapten-specific T cells, the method was found to be too cumbersome. Based on these findings, the project to further refine the hTCPA was continued. The fast-DCs were again replaced with standard four-day generated DCs to avoid the high background signals. Instead of FACS analysis, the enzyme-linked immunospot (ELISpot) method was used for IFNγ and Granzyme B readouts to simplify the assay. To further improve the sensitivity, the number of primed T cells was amplified by increasing the rounds of co-culture with haptenized DCs.

The evaluation of the newly refined protocol using the same five test substances showed that the ELISpot method was far more convenient than FACS analysis. The number of IFNγ producing cells was found to be the most predictive read-out parameter and the sensitivity and specificity of the assay for the five substances was comparable with previous evaluation studies. However, the ELISpot method required more T cells, restricting the number of testable substances to an inefficient level. A second round of culture for four days increased the number of primed T cells and thereby the sensitivity of the assay, but in some cases, it also increased the background level, probably due to autologous stimulation or response against serum albumin. Of note, a third round of stimulation did not induce a proliferation of T cells, but antigen-induced cell death. Moreover, the testing of three to five donors was deemed inevitable due to a remaining high donor-to-donor variability, including non-responding donors.

Evaluation of the hTCPA and Alcyomics T cell assay by L’Oréal
A study at L’Oréal evaluated the hTCPA for skin sensitization potential assessment by testing a strong (trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid (TNBS)), weak (eugenol) and non-sensitizer (lactic acid) using at least 5 donors. The read-outs that were used included the production of IFNγ and TNFα measured by intracellular staining and/or by Luminex. Initial results showed that in the majority of cases the induction of IFNγ and TNFα did not exceed background levels. The Luminex readout was more sensitive compared to intracellular staining. The Luminex IFNγ and TNFα read-outs in combination with CFSE staining (T cell proliferation) and CD69 expression (T cell activation) were subsequently used to investigate the specificity of the test substance-induced T cell response during earlier stages of co-culture, before re-stimulation. The results showed that the maximum amount of proliferating T cells and CD69+ cells were induced by TNBS during day seven of culture. A follow-up study was performed testing the same three substances (TNBS, eugenol, lactic acid) at day 7 of culture measuring cytokines
The results showed that the CFSE dilution was the most promising readout, but that the sensitivity was not sufficient to set up a skin sensitization assay.

In addition, to further investigate in the specificity of primary T cell response, L’Oréal evaluated a T cell assay developed by Alcyomics (Ahmed et al., 2016). The study tested three sensitizers (weak, moderate and strong) and two non-sensitizers using three doses and 10 donors. The CD14+ dendritic cells, derived from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC), and total T cells were co-cultured with the test substances for 7 days. The readouts included T cell proliferation using [3H]-thymidine and IFNγ secretion in the supernatants. The test results showed that all the sensitizers and non-sensitizers were correctly predicted for hazard and the two read-outs provided similar results, with surprisingly low inter-donor variability (unpublished data). Further investigation is required on more challenging compounds to confirm the encouraging results obtained.

Remaining points for further refinement and optimization

Taken together, substantial progress has been made to optimize and simplify the hTCPA to detect test substance-specific T cell responses. Nevertheless, further refinement and optimization is required to use the assay for the efficient and reliable assessment of skin sensitization potential. The main points that need to be addressed include:

- The hTCPA has shown a good specificity for the non-sensitizers that have been tested so far, however more work is required to improve the sensitivity of the assay to detect sensitizers. The dynamic range of the T cell responses in the hTCPA is not yet clear. It was discussed that a proliferative response of ~25% of T cells in a heterologous setting depicts the maximum response. So far, the assay has been mostly evaluated with strong positive control sensitizers (2,4-dinitrochlorobenzene, trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid), showing a response of no more than 4% of T cells. The detection of moderate or weak sensitizers still needs to be further assessed.

- A major obstacle is the high inter-donor variability, which limits the reliability and reproducibility of the hTCPA test results. The difficulty is that not all blood donors show a substance-induced T cell response, which reflects reality, where, in an exposed population, only limited individuals become sensitized and develop ACD. This is in part linked to the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) system, the gene complex encoding the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) proteins, which are responsible for the regulation of the immune system in humans. The HLA haplotypes differ between human individuals. Together with environmental factors and individual immune system history, the HLA haplotype impacts the antigen presentation and stimulation of T cells in each donor. To overcome this donor-to-donor variability and the sometimes-low number of responders, it was concluded to test a high number of donors (at least five) to obtain a reliable prediction.

- It is not clear whether the assay has the capacity to predict the potency of skin sensitizers, which is a requirement for the performance of the safety assessment. Experiments aiming to examine the T cell receptor repertoire of proliferating T cells in the hTCPA did not show a clear correlation with the potency of skin sensitizers in vitro.

- There are concerns about the artificial in vitro micromilieu of the hTCPA, which limits the in vivo relevance of the assay. Unlike the in vivo situation, the induction of T cell responses in vitro requires the depletion of regulatory T cells by FACS and activation of autologous antigen presenting cells, e.g., using low-dose LPS. Additionally, multiple re-stimulations are required to assure the sufficiently high sensitivity of the assay. The disadvantage of these activation and re-stimulation steps is that they also increase the background level of the readouts.

- Despite the efforts to simplify the hTCPA, the current assay still depends on a laborious protocol and the long-term cultivation of a large number of cells from multiple human blood donors. This makes the assay time-consuming, costly and not suitable for screening purposes. In addition, it complicates transferability for future ring studies to evaluate accuracy and reproducibility. Therefore, the current hTCPA still needs further refinement and simplification.

2.2 In vitro functional T cell assays for T cell repertoire identification

The presence of a T cell epitope is one of the key requirements for the induction of an antigen-specific T cell response. The T cell epitope for a substance of interest can be identified using in vitro functional T cell assays. For example, the INSERM UMR 996 laboratory at the University Paris-Sud in France developed a step-wise strategy to identify T cell epitopes using benzylpenicillin (BP) (Scornet et al., 2016).

First BP-human serum albumin (HSA) bioconjugates were synthesized using the intrinsic chemical reactivity of the nucleophilic distal amino group of lysine residues in HSA. This was followed by the identification of the BP-haptened lysine residues using mass spectrometry analysis. In silico approaches were used to select the BP-hapten peptide conjugates with potential to act as epitopes for the induction of BP-specific CD4+ T cells. The selected benzylpenicilloylated peptides (BP-Ps) were then synthesized and evaluated for their ability to activate naïve CD4+ T cells from healthy donors. DCs were loaded with the BP-HSA haptenized peptides and co-cultured with the autologous naïve CD4+ CD45 RA+ T cells. During co-culture the DCs primed the naïve T cells, leading to the generation of HSA-BP-specific memory CD4+ T cells. The frequency of T cells responding to the generated BP-peptides was determined using ELISpot for IFNγ and Poisson distribution. The test results revealed the ability of bioinspired peptides structurally stemming from BP-HSA to be recognized by naïve CD4+ T cells, thus identifying a pre-existing T cell repertoire for penicillin molecules bound to proteins. Some peptide sequences (epitopes) were favored and induced a higher frequency of responding HSA-BP-specific CD4+ T cells.
Besides BP, the naïve T cell repertoire for nickel has been investigated. Until now only the response of CD4+ T cells has been studied, since the generation of a CD8+ T cell response is more challenging due to the need for cross-presentation and potential cytotoxicity issues. It has been proposed that the size of the responding T cell repertoire may dictate, among other parameters, the strength of the immune response and potentially skin sensitization potency. However, there is no data available yet to support this hypothesis. The current approaches utilize HSA as a convenient reference protein for haptenization and peptide identification, however HSA may not be an ideal candidate (e.g., it only contains one accessible cysteine). The participants discussed that the complexity of the (modified) peptidome of cells is unlikely to be reflected under in vitro conditions. However, the choice of a reference protein or a well-defined mix of proteins could influence the chances to detect haptenization and the dynamic range of the T cell response. In addition, the microenvironmental conditions present during haptenization are likely to be a critical factor, potentially influencing the generation of different epitopes.

2.3 T cell assay to predict immunogenicity of drug and cosmetic compounds

Drug hypersensitivity is a serious adverse immunological reaction to an otherwise safe and effective therapeutic agent. The reactions tend to occur only in small subpopulations and are not related to the known pharmacology of a drug. Skin is the organ most commonly involved in drug hypersensitivity. Research into drug hypersensitivity involves the characterization of drug-specific T cell responses in the blood and/or skin of patients using a battery of in vitro assays in combination with LC-MS proteomics that address drug metabolism and the formation of drug protein adducts. A study on cutaneous hypersensitivity towards the antibiotic piperacillin (Sullivan et al., 2017) at the Centre for Drug Safety Science, University of Liverpool, studied a group of patients treated with piperacillin who developed a cutaneous hypersensitivity reaction. The study identified IL-22-secreting T cells from the blood and skin of patients as important mediators of this cutaneous hypersensitivity. Interestingly, skin-derived T cell clones were shown to be much more cytotoxic than blood-derived clones.

The center developed an in vitro T cell assay to assess the immunogenic potential of drugs (Faulkner et al., 2012). Naïve CD4+ T cells and MDDCs were isolated from the peripheral blood of healthy volunteers. These cell types were co-cultured for eight days in the presence of the drug to expand the CD4+ T cells and MDDCs were isolated from the peripheral blood of healthy volunteers. These cell types were co-cultured for eight days in the presence of the drug to expand the T cell response.

The T cell assay has been simplified to develop an efficient one-step screening approach using naïve T cells to predict the allergenic potential of drugs. The assay uses 5-10 ml of human blood to isolate the DCs and co-cultures them with frozen naïve CD3+ T cells and the drug of interest. The use of frozen T cells from a cell bank allows for multiple experiments using 40-50 donors each. The readout includes assessment of T cell proliferation by [3H]-thymidine uptake and the assay provides information on both the strength and number of T cell responses against the drug compound. In combination with the establishment of an HLA-typed PBMC bank (including samples from 1000 healthy volunteers), the assay will be used to screen HLA-restricted drug hypersensitivity reactions.

2.4 New in silico and in vitro options to assess T cell activation

In silico methods to predict immunogenicity

The available in silico methods aim to predict the interactions of specific peptides with HLA molecules. The principles of the methods include peptide alignments, scoring matrices, structural analysis and learning algorithms. The advantages of in silico methods are that they are easy to use, not expensive and available via web resources, e.g., the Immune Epitope Database1. In silico methods are commonly used in early steps of drug development for preliminary immunogenicity assessment and T cell epitope mapping. The available methods have shown very good allele-dependent predictions of peptide binders. Moreover, they have been able to predict CD4+ T cell epitopes (Wang et al., 2008).

1 http://www.immuneepitope.org
2.5 The human artificial lymph node model (HuALN)

ProBioGen AG have developed a human artificial lymph node model (HuALN), which can be used to assess the immune stimulation, immunogenicity or immunotoxicity of pharmaceutical or chemical substances (Giese and Marx, 2014). This bioreactor model mimics the in vivo conditions of the human lymph node by containing PBMCs of healthy donors in a continuously perfused 3D hydrogel containing arginine-glycine-aspartate (RGD) sequences. The HIRIST™ bioreactor device currently used for the HuALN model is able to incorporate a large cell repertoire (10^8 cells) for a long-term culture of up to 28 days. This set up allows the analysis of the effects of substances or pharmaceutes on immune cells, including repeated dosing or antigen re-stimulations. To this end, the cells in the bioreactor can be re-stimulated with pre-exposed DCs plus antigen (the latter to stimulate PBMCs). The model is suitable for inline or endpoint analysis using in situ imaging or the analysis of cells or culture media supernatants. The model has been used to assess the immune stimulation or immunogenicity of drug compounds by analyzing the cells’ cytokine phenotype or antibody response from different donors during the 28 days of culture. In addition, the model has been used for mechanistic immunological studies, i.e., the activation of T helper (Th1 and Th2) pathways. The current developments include the implementation of stromal cells (MSCs) to improve tissue organoid formation and designing a miniaturized assay format. Benchmark substances are currently evaluated to characterize and standardize the rate of response. Limitations of the model include restrictions due to donor-to-donor variations and background responses. In particular, weakly immunogenic proteins are difficult to assess. A miniaturized bioreactor device (μALN) using a microfluidic chip format is under development to facilitate multi-donor studies in parallel.

2.6 Toxicokinetic/toxicodynamic (TK/TD) skin allergy assessment (SARA) model

Unilever have developed a toxicokinetic and toxicodynamic skin allergy assessment model that aims to mathematically model the induction of skin sensitization to enable the prediction of a safe level of skin exposure (MacKay et al., 2013; Maxwell et al., 2014). The mechanistic model is based on the assumptions that 1) the extent of naïve CD8+ T cell receptor triggering is a key determinant of allergic status, 2) there exists at least one T cell specific to the antigen, 3) the required T cell co-stimulatory signals are sufficient, 4) the CD4+ T cell response is optimal and 5) DC migration from exposure site is adequate. The benchmark for the model was the prediction of human data for the direct-acting sensitizer 2,4-dinitrochlorobenzene (DNCB).

The TK model describes DNCB kinetics in skin due to its diffusion and partitioning into the viable layers of skin, clearance by dermal capillaries and the covalent modification of protein nucleophiles. The kinetic parameter values used in the model were obtained from scientific literature or determined...
by in vitro experiments using radiolabeled DNCB. The TD model describes the biological response due to proteasome processing of protein nucleophiles to form small peptides, transport to the endoplasmic reticulum, the binding of peptides and hapten-peptide complexes to MHC-I molecules and transport to plasma membrane, the binding of peptide-MHC and hapten-peptide-MHC to CD8+ T cell receptors, the subsequent activation and expansion of naïve antigen-specific CD8+ T cells. For the TD model, the AOP was used to establish the mechanisms and the parameter values were obtained from literature data. Sensitivity analysis was performed on the TK and TD models to assess which parameters had the largest effects on the predictions.

The model was parameterized to simulate the exposure scenario of Friedmann et al. (1983). The results showed that the TK/TD approach provides acceptable predictions of the sensitizing dose of DNB in humans under this exposure scenario. Further work is required in order to determine whether this approach has predictive capacity for other known sensitizers and how further in vitro data can be incorporated to predict dose thresholds for human sensitization.

3 Recommendations and remaining questions on T cell-based assays to evaluate skin sensitization

3.1 Improving the sensitivity of T cell assays

The use of a second round of re-stimulation was shown to increase the sensitivity of the hTCPA. The optimal number of re-stimulations seems to be limited to two, as T cells did not respond to a third round of re-stimulation. To further improve the sensitivity of T cell assays it was recommended to investigate the addition of supplementary cytokines (i.e., IL-2) during the re-stimulation steps. The additional cytokines may also be able to reduce the background responses in the ELISpot assay. Another approach that might increase the sensitivity of the assay would be the coupling of test substances to proteins to form hapten-protein conjugates. Though HSA is a convenient candidate to use for lysine binders, alternative proteins, e.g., from skin cells, should be considered. For example, the coupling of test substances to proteins and exposure of DCs to the haptenated proteins would facilitate a more specific response to test substances and address more specifically the response to immunogenic peptides. The disadvantage of this approach is that it increases the complexity of the assays and needs careful characterization of the conjugates (e.g., using mass-spectrometry).

3.2 Inter-donor variability and reproducibility

A major challenge for T cell-based assays is the wide response spectrum in the T cell responses to a skin sensitizer between different human blood donors, ranging from non-responding to highly responding donors. This inter-donor variability certainly reflects in part the diversity of responses observed in human populations exposed to a skin sensitizer, where only some individuals become sensitized and develop ACD. It is not clear what determines whether an individual will or will not become allergic after exposure to a skin sensitizer. Multiple parameters (e.g., sex, age, ethnicity, HLA haplotype) have been studied, but only very few associations or explanations have been described (Emtestam et al., 1993; Burel et al., 2017). It has been hypothesized that this may be linked to the T cell precursors available in the T cell repertoire of an individual blood donor. However, the exposure conditions play a crucial role as well.

Tab. 1: Reference substances for the development and evaluation of T cell-based assays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance name</th>
<th>CAS#</th>
<th>Human Potency Category1</th>
<th>LLNA Potency Category2</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,4-Dinitrochlorobenzene (DNCB)</td>
<td>97-00-7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Extreme</td>
<td>Pos. control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid (TNBS)</td>
<td>2508-19-2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Pos. control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,4-Phenylenediamine</td>
<td>106-50-3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glyoxal</td>
<td>107-22-2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resorcinol</td>
<td>108-46-3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugenol</td>
<td>97-53-0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamic alcohol</td>
<td>104-54-1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactic acid</td>
<td>50-21-5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Non-sensitizer</td>
<td>Neg. control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salicylic acid</td>
<td>69-72-7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Non-sensitizer</td>
<td>Neg. control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycerol</td>
<td>56-81-5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Non-sensitizer</td>
<td>Neg. control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium lauryl sulfate</td>
<td>151-21-3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Specificity control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Human potency category from Basketter et al. (2014).
2 Modified mean LLNA EC3 value from Hoffmann et al. (2018).
as it is generally agreed among the scientific community that if the dose of a strong or extreme sensitiser is high enough, nearly all donors will be sensitized (Friedman et al., 1983), while exposure to a weak or moderate sensitiser will only sensitise a select number of donors with a larger range of responses.

To deal with the wide T cell response spectrum, it was proposed that the inter-donor variability could be mapped in a database by testing the T cell response magnitude for a large number (> 50) of blood donors reflecting the most commonly represented HLA haplotypes of the human population. This information may then be used to characterize a hapten-specific T cell response frequency in a human population and could be integrated to optimize the subsequent experimental set-up of T cell-based assays to reduce the inter-donor variability by pre-selection of donors. Besides the inter-donor variability, it is also important to determine the intra-donor variability in the T cell-based test system to quantify reproducibility of repeat experiments using the same donor over time.

### 3.3 Skin sensitizer potency prediction

Until now, no clear correlations have been observed between the potency of sensitizing substances and relative T cell proliferation in T cell-based assays. It has been suggested that more T cell clones can respond to a strong sensitiser compared to a weak sensitiser (Kimber et al., 2012; Esser et al., 2014), however to date no data has been published to support this hypothesis. Further studies are required to understand how sensitiser potency and the T cell response are related. To obtain a first indication, the potential correlation between the number of IFNγ producing cells in the hTCPA and the potency or concentration of a test substance could be investigated using a set of reference substances. Table 1 provides a list of reference substances for the development and evaluation of T cell-based assays proposed by the workshop participants.

In addition, the relationship between sensitiser potency and the T cell repertoire remains to be clarified. As previously mentioned, it is hypothesized that the size of the naïve T cell repertoire relates to immunogenicity and may also dictate the strength of the T cell response (Kimber et al., 2012; Esser et al., 2014). Therefore, also the size of the responding T cell repertoire should be investigated after exposure to reference substances with different potencies. Measurement of the T cell repertoire is, however, challenging and was shown to vary with the technologies used (Hou et al., 2016).

### 3.4 Link between haptenization and immunogenicity

Another knowledge gap is the question whether and how the formation of hapten-protein conjugates determines the potency of a sensitiser. It would be expected that generation of a large amount of haptenized protein would increase the probability that peptides from these proteins are presented in MHC molecules, thereby increasing the probability of a T cell response. A possible experiment to confirm this hypothesis would be to identify haptenated peptides present in the pocket of MHC class II and I molecules using a MAPPs assay (elution of peptides from MHC molecules followed by identification using mass-spectrometry) and to then correlate the quantity of haptenated peptides present in the HLA pocket with the T cell response. However, information on the T cell recognition of these peptides is still missing and a few immunodominant peptides could already give a strong response.

In addition, it was suggested to combine model peptides and test substances in different concentrations to investigate whether haptenization correlates with the strength of the immune response, e.g., by using an *in chemico* assay such as the DPRA (Gerberick et al., 2004). A key challenge for this type of study will be to emulate the *in vivo* environment in which haptenization takes place. The DPRA uses a synthetic peptide, which may bind differently to MHC and influence the results. In addition, there is no clear understanding what proteins/peptides would be most relevant to test. Since the affinity/avidity of DC – T cell interaction is key, another significant difficulty is that the responses to test substances combined with a limited number of model peptides will not be representative of the complexity of the possible T cell hapten-peptide interactions.

### 3.5 Applicability domain

So far, only a limited number of substances have been tested in T cell based-assays. To understand the applicability domain of T cell assays, evaluation of more substances covering a wide chemical space is essential. One of the key limiting factors for *in vitro* assays, including those based on T cells, is the solubility of the test substances in the cell culture medium. It has been shown that the response of DCs to (hydrophobic) allergens is increased if hydrophobic test substances are encapsulated with nanoparticles (Cortial et al., 2015). The encapsulation helps to overcome the solubility limitations and boosts the capture of the hapten and subsequent T cell response. However, although the nanoparticle encapsulation of DNCB significantly increased the ability of DCs to prompt specific T cell activation and thus assay sensitivity (Cortial et al., 2015), the additional step made the assay more complex.

### 3.6 Importance of human leukocyte antigen system

The role of the HLA system in skin sensitization is currently unclear. The current assumption is that for stronger allergens the T cell response is less dependent on HLA haplotype compared to that for weak allergens. To better understand the role of the HLA response, a screening study would be required, comparing hundreds of human blood donors for a substance of interest. Up to now, about 30 HLA types have been identified as playing a role in T cell responses to substances (White et al., 2015), but thousands could be involved. For the development of a general T cell assay to assess skin sensitization potential, dominant HLA alleles could be introduced in the panel to be as close as possible of the diversity of the population. However, response to substances with a low potency might be missed if the implicated alleles are at low frequency in the population and may require repeat testing for different geographies as different haplotypes dominate in different regions.
4 The importance of T cell-based assays for the development of integrated testing approaches

It is commonly agreed that the assessment of skin sensitization potential without animal testing requires a combination of alternative methods in integrated approaches (Jowsey et al., 2006; Reisinger et al., 2015; Ezendam et al., 2016; Jaworska, 2016). The AOP plays an important role in the development of integrated approaches because it provides a scientific framework to cover the mechanistic steps and KEs of the skin sensitization process. Several DAs have been submitted to the OECD, each integrating data from non-animal test methods that address one or more AOP KEs (OECD, 2016). The Cosmetics Europe Skin Tolerance Task Force and the National Toxicology Program Interagency Center for Evaluation of Alternative Toxicological Methods (NICEATM) have evaluated several of these DAs using a comprehensive database with non-animal test method, LLNA and human skin sensitization data (Hoffmann et al., 2018; Kleinstreuer et al., 2018).

The question of how to integrate a T cell assay result into a safety assessment strategy was extensively discussed. From a mechanistic point of view, the currently developed AOP-driven IATAs do not cover all four AOP KEs because they are based on the assessment of innate immune responses within the first three KEs. The fourth KE, involving activation of the adaptive immune system, has not yet been integrated, as the required T cell-based assays are not yet available. However, it remains to be seen if and under which circumstances a test method addressing KE four can be of added value. Because the induction of a T cell response is one of the requirements for skin sensitization, the assessment of the first three KEs provides valuable, but not definite scientific evidence for skin sensitization hazard prediction. Nevertheless, when combined in an IATA, the test results of the first three AOP KE assays may be able to provide sufficient information for hazard identification (e.g., substances positive for the first three KEs). Consequently, if it is not possible to generate potency data using T cell assays, an additional positive T cell result would only confirm the initial hazard identification decision and not the subsequent risk assessment steps in a safety assessment strategy. Since the T cell-based assays still need to undergo substantial further development, it is not foreseeable when they will reach a level of standardization that would enable them to add value to skin sensitization safety assessment. Once at that stage, it is likely that they will not be suitable for routine testing of many substances due to their low-throughput nature, but potential use scenarios, e.g., supporting the safety assessment of novel substances and challenging weak and non-sensitizing substances with equivocal test data from other assays, are conceivable.

A recent publication by Vukmanović and Sadrieh (2017) described additional mechanisms for the induction of skin sensitization, which are independent from the current AOP, involving the presentation of hapten-carrier peptides to T cells. The existence of these suggested mechanisms (incl. pharmacological interactions with immune receptors, HLA groove blockade, peptide exchange and cryptic epitope presentation) could explain the imperfect concordance between in vitro assay data based on the hapten/carrier concept and animal/human reference data. The authors pointed out the importance of developing and applying T cell-based assays, as they are the only downstream test methods able to detect immunogenic potential resulting from all possible mechanisms of skin sensitization, including those not yet covered by the current AOP.

5 The anticipated use of T cell-based assays for AOP-based safety assessment

Safety assessment integrates different types of information on exposure, physicochemical properties and testing results to define a safe human dose for a test substance. In Europe, the implementation of the 7th Amendment of the Cosmetic Directive (EC, 2009) imposed a complete ban on animal testing of ingredients with a cosmetic purpose. Hence, no LLNA potency information can be generated for substances using the LLNA and, consequently, information from alternative non-animal test methods has to be used instead. The transition from in vivo to in vitro information is a challenging process, as confidence needs to be acquired in the testing approaches, as well as a new understanding of uncertainty factors. With the documentation of the skin sensitization AOP, safety assessment has become more mechanistic pathway-driven by the curation of information for the different mechanisms involved. A key question remains as to which and how many AOP KEs need to be covered to enable a robust safety assessment for a given substance.

The antigen-specific T cell response is an essential part of the skin sensitization process and although it may not be a prerequisite, information on this fourth KE could provide complementary scientific evidence to support a safety assessment approach. If a given test substance is unable to induce a T cell response, it may be possible to conclude that it does not cause skin sensitization, provided the T cell assay is sufficiently sensitive. For a pragmatic safety assessment, it needs to be considered what additional reassurance, if any, is required if data covering the first three KEs indicate a sensitizing potential. A key open question for the use of T cell-based assays in safety assessment is how many responding donors would be required to obtain sufficient confidence in the test result.

Correspondingly, T cell assays may provide valuable information to support the safety assessment of chemical sensitizers depending on the data available for the individual safety as-
Using this information, we may be able to deduce the risk that an individual will develop an adaptive immune response after exposure to the substance. The frequency of responding donors could be considered to provide information on the substance’s relative strength and thus be useful for the safety assessment approach. It is expected that a strong sensitizer is able to sensitize a high ratio of people and therefore

Fig. 1: T cell assay-based tiered testing approach for immunogenicity and allergenicity assessment

T cell-based assays may provide valuable information on the immunogenic potential and allergenicity of substances. To improve efficiency, this information would likely be generated using a tiered approach. In Tier I, the screening of immunogenic potential using in vitro T cell responses based on blood samples from human donors may generate information on the ratio of responding donors towards a given substance and the variability of T cell response magnitude. In Tier II, more complex T cell-based assays could provide more detailed mechanistic information on the antigen-specific T cell response at multiple concentrations using cells from responding donors in Tier I. The assays could evaluate different parameters including the T cell receptor repertoire, HLA type, peptide presented by DCs and T cell subset activation. By testing substances with different properties in multiple human donors, a database could be established that covers a wide range of substances. The immune response data in combination with exposure information and considerations of genetic and environmental factors could be used to assess the allergenicity of a given substance.

Using this information, we may be able to deduce the risk that an individual will develop an adaptive immune response after exposure to the substance. The frequency of responding donors could be considered to provide information on the substance’s relative strength and thus be useful for the safety assessment approach. It is expected that a strong sensitizer is able to sensitize a high ratio of people and therefore
would induce a T cell response in a great number of blood donors.

- During Tier II, more complex T cell-based assays could provide detailed mechanistic information on the induction of an antigen-specific T cell response at multiple concentrations of a test substance using cells from responder donors (from Tier I). The assays could evaluate different parameters including the magnitude of the proliferative response, the T cell receptor repertoire, the T cell subsets activated (Th1, Th2, Th17, etc.), and whether the response is CD8+ or CD4+ T cell mediated. For the magnitude of the proliferative response different endpoints will have to be used, i.e., the number of responding cells using ELISpot and the level of cell activation by cytokine production or proliferation measurements. The EC50 (effective concentration that gives 50% of the maximum response) could be used as a parameter. By testing substances with different properties and potencies, a database could be established that covers a large applicability domain (e.g., cosmetic ingredients). This tier will provide information on the in vitro concentration at which a substance will induce an immune response, the type of response and the strength of the response via comparison with benchmark substances. Such information could be used to define a safe exposure level. This implies that an agreed way to translate results from the in vitro assays (e.g., effective concentration or response frequency) to a metric value that can be used to define a safe human dose would be available.

To learn how the information from T cell-based assays could support safety assessment it was recommended to perform case studies on reference sensitizers. The case studies aim to demonstrate real-life scenarios of performing safety assessment using only data from non-animal test methods (e.g., exposure data, skin bioavailability, in vitro test data for the first three AOP KEs and T cell assay data). The case studies would demonstrate the current limitations and might find that in some cases the available methods for the first three AOP KEs are not sufficient and additional information from T cell-based assays is required for safety assessment.

6 Conclusions

The development of AOP-driven integrated testing strategies, DAs and safety assessment approaches for skin sensitization still lack information on the fourth KE, the antigen-specific T cell response. A number of T cell-based assays have shown encouraging test results in predicting the immunogenic potential of chemical substances, cosmetics ingredients and drug compounds (Guirrion et al., 2000; Delluc et al., 2011; Faulkner et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2013; Vocanson et al., 2014; Coulter et al., 2008; Gibson et al., 2015; Ahmed et al., 2016). Nevertheless, further optimization and refinement of these approaches are required to meet expectations regarding usability, predictive potential and reproducibility for regulatory safety assessment. A collaboration of experts on T cell-based assays from academia, industry and regulatory agencies will be important to overcome the remaining obstacles. Besides the further optimization of assay protocols, it is important to address the donor-to-donor variability and to identify the number of donors required to robustly detect T cell responses. Because T cell assays are relatively time-consuming and costly they may not be suitable as solely confirmatory assays. However, their application would add value if they provided additional information on potency. In view of regulatory acceptance, the advancement of T cell assays will also need to focus on standardization and transferability to allow ring-trial evaluation studies for predictive capacity and reproducibility assessment.

Though T cell-based assays for immunogenicity assessment are not that far away from a technical point of view, the use of corresponding T cell data for AOP-based safety assessment requires additional experience. To understand the value of T cell assays for safety assessment, case studies on real-life safety assessment scenarios may be highly informative. The case studies will demonstrate when information from T cell assays would be required and how the data could be integrated with other types of information in the safety assessment process. Although there are several alternative, non-animal test methods available covering innate immunity, how to use the test data from these assays to make decisions on the required safety factors still remains a challenge. Improved dose-response and sensitizer potency information for challenging reference substances may help to complete a skin sensitization safety assessment and define a threshold for a safe use concentration.
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